ACROSS
1. Won an Oscar for Gaslight, 1945
8. Wight and Capri
9. Spoke indistinctly
10. Won an Emmy for Prime Suspect, 1996
15. ___ vey!
16. “A name I call myself”
17. Won a Tony for Three Tall Women, 2018
23. Kaline or Capp
24. King of the blues
25. Won an Emmy for My House in Umbria, 2003
29. Ford v ___
30. Noncriminal
31. Won an Oscar for Hud, 1964

DOWN
1. Bono or Sinead, for example
2. Biblical region
3. Tax takers
4. Protagonist of a 1942 film
5. Bit of gossip
6. Sweet fruit
7. Composer Rorem
11. Silent assent
12. One-named singer, runner-up on 2009’s Dancing with the Stars
13. Wapiti
14. Take the gold
16. Rocca or Gaffney
17. Generation ___
18. Bean or Cool J
19. Dribblers’ group
20. Vigoda of Fish
21. Criminal Minds network
22. Famous catalog
25. Ethical
26. Turkey topping
27. Trojan War epic
28. Moths’ work
29. Not masc., but ___
30. Baton Rouge school